Say Yes To No

Say Yes To No, which is what's first met by most marketing
professionals with slight bewilderment. What sort of a name is that?
It’s not slick, shiny-happy or hip-healthy. It’s not cynically targeting a
market segment. It’s… what is it actually? Which was pretty much the
reaction Johan and his colleagues had hoped for.
“It was a bit scary at first, standing out with Say Yes To No at those
early industry trade shows. But we quickly realized we were standing
out in the right way. Retailers were intrigued at first, and on closer
inspection liked what they heard. Which wasn’t so surprising, as good
retailers listen to their customers, too. They knew that, while this
product wasn’t going to change the world, once people saw it they’d
want to try it.”
And the retailers were right. Sales are going well and reactions have
been positive from everyone from people on the street to Jamie
Oliver. “When he offered Say Yes To No a stand at Jamie Oliver’s
annual Big festival, we were really thrilled. Because apart from being a
global cooking phenomenon, he’s also a dedicated campaigner for
sensible healthier eating, especially for kids.”







NO False promises
NO Fake colors
NO Advertising lies
NO Artificial taste
NO Photoshopping

Dutch
gouda
A simple taste that’s
simply tasty. Dutch
Gouda’s flavor some
without being
overwhelming. Say NO to
artificial Flavors or
coloring and YES to the
real taste of the
countryside.

Sour
cream
& onion
Nothing to get sour
about here. This classic
combo comes on all
fresh with just a hint of
a kick. And with NO
artificial flavors or
coloring, they’re a lot
more natural too. Oh
YES.

BBQ
These guys have bark and
bite. A truly sizzling
combination. And there’s
more good news: YES we
avoid all artificial flavoring
and coloring, and NO they
don’t taste like Dad burnt
them.
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